Notes for the Chair

(Ambassador Keisha McGuire (Grenada))

The ninth meeting of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples is called to order. [Gavel]

* * * * *

1. The Question of Montserrat

Distinguished delegates,

The Committee will now resume its consideration of the item entitled “The Question of Montserrat”, and in that context, I wish to draw your attention to a working paper prepared by the Secretariat for information as contained in document A/AC.109/2018/10.

As you will recall, the Committee heard statements on this item during its 8th meeting on Tuesday 25 June. Today we will take action on related draft resolution titled “Question of Montserrat”, contained in document A/AC.109/2018/L.17. This draft resolution, which was submitted by the Chair, was agreed during the informal consultations of the Committee.
Oral revision

Before we proceed, kindly note that there would be a slight technical revision in the operative paragraph 5, where a word “educational” will be added. This revision is based on the agreed common language of all ex-omnibus resolutions. The technically revised operative paragraph 5 of the draft resolution document A/AC.109/2018/L.17, would now read as follows:

“Requests the administering Power to assist the Territory by facilitating its work concerning public educational outreach efforts, consistent with Article 73 b of the Charter, and in that regard calls upon the relevant United Nations organizations to provide assistance to the Territory, if requested”.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor to explain their position before action is taken on draft L.17?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of ____________]

[.........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of ____________ for his/her statement.]
[Please follow the list of speakers]

[AFTER THE LAST SPEAKER]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee will now take a decision on draft resolution L.17, and I propose that this draft be adopted without a vote.

I hear no objection. It is so decided. [Gavel]

Draft resolution L.17 is adopted without a vote [as orally revised if applicable].

I will now give the floor to those delegations wishing to explain their position after action on draft resolution L.17.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor in that regard?

[IF APPLICABLE:]

I recognize the distinguished representative of __________

[.........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of __________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]
The Committee has concluded it consideration of the item on the “Question of Montserrat”.

* * * * * *

Distinguished delegates,

In accordance with the programme of work, the Committee will consider this morning, one-by-one, the Questions of American Samoa, Anguilla, Bermuda, the British Virgin Islands, the Cayman Islands, Guam, Pitcairn, Saint Helena, the Turks and Caicos Islands and the United States Virgin Islands.

When considering the questions on the British Virgin Islands, Guam and the Turks and Caicos Islands today, we will listen to the statements and hearings requested under these questions and take decisions on the related draft resolutions at the plenary meeting scheduled for tomorrow morning Friday 28 June, in order to take into account the discussion under these items.

2. The Question of American Samoa

Distinguished delegates,
The Committee will now begin its consideration of the item entitled “The Question of American Samoa”. In that context, I wish to draw your attention to a working paper prepared by the Secretariat for information as contained in document A/AC.109/2019/1. The Committee also has before it the text of a related draft resolution, contained in document A/AC.109/2019/L.10, submitted by the Chair and agreed during the informal consultations of the Committee.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor at this time to share general views on the item or to explain their position before action is taken on draft L.10?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of __________]

[.........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of __________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

[After the last speaker]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee will now take a decision on draft resolution L.10, and I propose that this draft be adopted without a vote.
I hear no objection. **It is so decided.**

Draft resolution L.10 is adopted without a vote  [as orally revised if applicable].

I will now give the floor to those delegations wishing to explain their position after action on draft resolution L.10.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor in that regard?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of ____________]

[.........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of ____________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

The Committee has concluded its consideration of the item on the **“Question of American Samoa”**.

* * * * * *

3. **The Question of Anguilla**

Distinguished delegates,

The Committee will now begin its consideration of the item entitled **"The Question of Anguilla"**. In that context, I wish to draw your attention to a working paper prepared by the
Secretariat for information as contained in document A/AC.109/2019/2. The Committee also has before it the text of related draft resolution contained in document A/AC.109/2019/L.11.

The text of draft resolution L.11, which was submitted by the Chair, was agreed during the informal consultations of the Committee.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor at this time to share general views on the item or to explain their position before action is taken on draft L.11?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of ____________]

[..........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of ____________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

[AFTER THE LAST SPEAKER]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee will now take a decision on draft resolution L.11, and I propose that this draft be adopted without a vote.
I hear no objection. It is so decided.

Draft resolution L.11 is adopted without a vote [as orally revised if applicable].

I will now give the floor to those delegations wishing to explain their position after action on draft resolution L.11.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor in that regard?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of ___________

[..........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of ___________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

The Committee has concluded its consideration of the item on the "Question of Anguilla".

* * * * * * *

4. The Question of Bermuda

Distinguished delegates,

The Committee will now begin its consideration of the item entitled "The Question of Bermuda", and in that context, I wish to draw your attention to a working paper prepared by
the Secretariat for information as contained in document A/AC.109/2019/3. The Committee also has before it under this agenda, a related draft resolution titled "Question of Bermuda", contained in document A/AC.109/2019/L.12. This draft resolution, which was submitted by the Chair, was agreed during the informal consultations of the Committee.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor at this time to share general views on the item or to explain their position before action is taken on draft L.12?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of ____________]

[...........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of ____________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

[After the last speaker]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee will now take a decision on draft resolution L.12, and I propose that this draft be adopted without a vote.

I hear no objection. It is so decided.
Draft resolution L.12 is adopted without a vote [as orally revised if applicable].

I will now give the floor to those delegations wishing to explain their position after action on draft resolution L.12.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor in that regard?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of ____________]

[_________]

[I thank the distinguished representative of ____________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

The Committee has concluded its consideration of the item on the “Question of Bermuda”.

* * * * * *

5. The Question of the British Virgin Islands

Distinguished delegates,

The Committee will now begin its consideration of the item entitled “The Question of
the British Virgin Islands", and in that context, I wish to draw your attention to a working paper prepared by the Secretariat for information as contained in document A/AC.109/2019/4. The Committee also has before it under this agenda, a related draft resolution titled "Question of the British Virgin Islands", contained in document A/AC.109/2017/L.14.

With the consent of the Committee and in accordance with established practice, I now give the floor to the Special Envoy of the Premier of British Virgin Islands, Mr. Eliezer 'Benito' Wheatley, to address the Committee on behalf of the Premier. Sir, you have the floor please.

[............]

I thank the Special Envoy of the Premier of British Virgin Islands for his statement.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor at this time to make a general statement or address a question to the Special Envoy?

[If applicable:

I give the floor to the distinguished representative of ***********

[.............]

I thank the distinguished representative of ***********

[Please follow the list of speakers]
I see no [further] requests for the floor.

Distinguished delegates,

As I noted at the beginning of this meeting and having heard the statement made under this item, the Committee will take a decision on draft resolution L.14 at its plenary meeting scheduled for tomorrow morning, Friday 28 June.

The Committee has concluded this stage of its consideration of the item on the "Question of British Virgin Islands".

* * * * *

6. *The Question of the Cayman Islands*

Distinguished delegates,

The Committee will now begin its consideration of the item entitled "The Question of the Cayman Islands", and in that context, I wish to draw your attention to a working paper prepared by the Secretariat for information as contained in document A/AC.109/2019/5. The Committee also has before it under this agenda, a related draft resolution titled "Question of the Cayman Islands", contained in document A/AC.109/2019/L.15. This draft resolution, which was submitted by the Chair, was agreed during the informal consultations of the Committee.
Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor at this time to share general views on the item or to explain their position before action is taken on draft L.15?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of __________]

[........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of __________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

[AFTER THE LAST SPEAKER]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee will now take a decision on draft resolution L.15, and I propose that this draft be adopted without a vote.

I hear no objection. It is so decided. 

Draft resolution L.15 is adopted without a vote [as orally revised if applicable].

I will now give the floor to those delegations wishing to explain their position after action on draft resolution L.15.
Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor in that regard?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of __________]

[..........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of __________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

The Committee has concluded its consideration of the item on the “Question of the Cayman Islands”.

* * * * * *

7. The Question of Guam

Distinguished delegates,

The Committee will now begin its consideration of the item entitled “The Question of Guam”, and in that context, I would like to remind the Committee that it had acceded to the requests for hearing contained in aide-memoire 04/19 at its 3rd meeting, on 17 June 2019.

Distinguished Delegates,
For its consideration of this item, the Special Committee has before it a working paper prepared by the Secretariat for information and contained in document A/AC.109/2019/9, as well as a draft resolution contained in document A/AC.109/2019/L.16, submitted by Chair.

Statements and hearings

With the consent of the Committee and in accordance with established practice, I now give the floor to the Mr. Joshua Tenorio, Lieutenant Governor of Guam to address the Committee on behalf of the Governor of Guam. Sir, you have the floor please.

[...........] I thank the Mr. Tenorio, Lieutenant Governor of Guam for his statement.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor at this time to make a general statement or address a question to Mr. Tenorio?

[If applicable:

I give the floor to the distinguished representative of __________

[............]

I thank the distinguished representative of __________

[Please follow the list of speakers]
[After the last speaker]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

Distinguished delegates,

In accordance with the request for hearing granted by the Special Committee,

I now invite Mr. Melvin Won Pat-Borja of the Commission on Decolonization to take his seat at the petitioner's table.

[..........]

I now give the floor to Mr. Melvin Won Pat-Borja. You have the floor please.

[..........]

I thank Mr. Won Pat-Borja for his statement and for the information he has provided to the Committee.

Does any member of the Committee wish to address a comment or question to Mr. Won Pat-Borja?

[..........]

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of __________]
[I thank the distinguished representative of __________ for his/her statement.]

[After the last speaker]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

Mr. Melvin Won Pat-Borja, you may now withdraw.

As I noted earlier, and having heard the statement(s) made under this item, the Committee will take a decision on draft resolution L.16 at its plenary meeting scheduled for tomorrow morning, Friday 28 June.

The Committee has concluded this stage of its consideration of the item on the “Question of Guam”.

* * * * * *

8. The Question of Pitcairn

Distinguished delegates,

The Committee will now begin its consideration of the item entitled “The Question of Pitcairn”, and in that context, I wish to draw your attention to a working paper prepared by the Secretariat for information as contained in document A/AC.109/2019/12. The Committee also has before it under this agenda, a related draft resolution titled “Question of
Pitcairn*, contained in document A/AC.109/2017/L.18. This draft resolution, which was submitted by the Chair, was agreed during the informal consultations of the Committee.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor at this time to share general views on the item or to explain their position before action is taken on draft L.18?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of __________]

[.........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of __________for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

[AFTER THE LAST SPEAKER]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee will now take a decision on draft resolution L.18, and I propose that this draft be adopted without a vote.

I hear no objection. **It is so decided.**

**Draft resolution L.18 is adopted without a vote** [as orally revised if applicable].
I will now give the floor to those delegations wishing to explain their position after action on draft resolution L.18.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor in that regard?

[If applicable:
I recognize the distinguished representative of __________]

[.........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of __________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

[AFTER THE LAST SPEAKER]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee has concluded its consideration of the item on the "Question of Pitcairn".

* * * * * * *

9. The Question of Saint Helena

Distinguished delegates,

The Committee will now begin its consideration of the item entitled "The Question of Saint Helena", and in that context, I wish to draw your attention to a working paper prepared
by the Secretariat for information as contained in document AJAC.109/2019/13. The Committee also has before it under this agenda, a related draft resolution titled “Question of Saint Helena”, contained in document AJAC.109/2019/L.19. This draft resolution, which was submitted by the Chair, was agreed during the informal consultations of the Committee.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor at this time to share general views on the item or to explain their position before action is taken on draft L.19?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of __________]

[________]

[I thank the distinguished representative of __________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

[AFTER the last speaker]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee will now take a decision on draft resolution L.19, and I propose that this draft be adopted without a vote.

I hear no objection. It is so decided. 

Draft resolution L.19 is adopted without a vote [as orally revised if applicable].

I will now give the floor to those delegations wishing to explain their position after action on draft resolution L.19.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor in that regard?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of __________]

[...........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of __________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

[AFTER THE LAST SPEAKER]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee has concluded its consideration of the item on the "Question of Saint Helena".

* * * * * * *

10. The Question of the Turks and Caicos Islands
Distinguished delegates,

The Committee will now begin its consideration of the item entitled "The Question of the Turks and Caicos Islands", and in that context, I would like to remind the Committee that it had acceded to the requests for hearing contained in aide-memoire 08/19 at its 3rd meeting, on 17 June 2019.

For its consideration of this item, the Special Committee has before it a working paper prepared by the Secretariat for information and contained in document A/AC.109/2019/15, as well as a draft resolution contained in document A/AC.109/2019/L.20, submitted by Chair.

In accordance with the requests for hearing granted by the Special Committee, I now invite Mr. Benjamin Roberts and Mr. Alpha Gibbs to take their seats at the petitioner's table.

[.........]

I now give the floor to Mr. Benjamin Roberts. You have the floor please.

[.........]

I thank Mr. Roberts for his statement and for the information he has provided to the Committee.
I now give the floor to Mr. Alpha Gibbs. You have the floor please.

I thank Mr. Gibbs for his statement and for the information he has provided to the Committee.

Does any member of the Committee wish to address a comment or question to the two petitioners?

[If applicable:
I recognize the distinguished representative of __________]

[.........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of __________ for his/her statement.]

[AFTER THE LAST SPEAKER]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

Mr. Benjamin Roberts and Mr. Alpha Gibbs, you may now withdraw.

As I noted earlier, and having heard the statements made under this item, the Committee will take a decision on draft resolution L.20 at its plenary meeting scheduled for tomorrow morning, Friday 28 June.

The Committee has concluded this stage of its consideration of the item on the "Question of the Turks and Caicos Islands".
11. The Question of the United States Virgin Islands

Distinguished delegates,

The Committee will now begin its consideration of the item entitled "The Question of the United States Virgin Islands", and in that context, I wish to draw your attention to a working paper prepared by the Secretariat for information as contained in document A/AC.109/2019/16. The Committee also has before it under this agenda, a related draft resolution titled "Question of the United States Virgin Islands", contained in document A/AC.109/2019/L.21. This draft resolution, which was submitted by the Chair, was agreed during the informal consultations of the Committee.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor at this time to share general views on the item or to explain their position before action is taken on draft L.21?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of ____________]

[.........]
[I thank the distinguished representative of __________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

[After the last speaker]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee will now take a decision on draft resolution L.21, and I propose that this draft be adopted without a vote.

I hear no objection. It is so decided. 

Draft resolution L.21 is adopted without a vote [as orally revised if applicable].

I will now give the floor to those delegations wishing to explain their position after action on draft resolution L.21.

Does any member of the Committee wish to take the floor in that regard?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of __________]

[..........]
[I thank the distinguished representative of __________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

[Aafter the last speaker]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee has concluded its consideration of the item on the “Question of the United States Virgin Islands”.

* * * * * *

12. Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples by the specialized agencies and the international institutions associated with the United Nations

Distinguished delegates,

The Committee will now consider the item entitled “Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples by the specialized agencies and the international institutions associated with the United Nations”, and will also take action on the related draft resolution contained in document A/AC.109/2019/L.9, submitted by the Chair. Members may recall that the Committee also held informal consultations on the draft, at which the text of the draft was agreed.
I would also like to bring your attention to documents A/74/80 and E/2019/61, containing the report of the Secretary-General and the relevant ECOSOC document on specialized agencies, respectively.

Before we take action on draft resolution L.9, I would like to give the floor to members of the Committee wishing to make general statements on this item or to explain their position before action is taken on the draft resolution.

Does any member wish to take the floor in that regard?

[If applicable]

I recognize the distinguished representative of _________

[........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of _________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

[After the last speaker]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee will now take action on draft resolution L.9

May I take it that the Committee wishes to adopt draft resolution L.9 without a vote?
I hear no objection. **It is so decided.**

**Draft resolution L. 9 is adopted without a vote.**

The Committee will now hear from members of the Committee wishing to explain their position after action on draft resolution L.9.

Are there any requests for the floor in this regard?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of ____________]

[........]  

[I thank the distinguished representative of ____________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

[AFTER THE LAST SPEAKER]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

**The Committee has thus concluded its consideration of the item on the implementation of the Declaration by the specialized agencies.**

* * * * * * * * *
13. Economic and other activities which affect the interests of the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories

Distinguished Delegates,

We will now take up the next item on our agenda, entitled “Economic and other activities which affect the interests of the peoples of the Non-Self-Governing Territories”. The draft resolution under this title is contained in document A/AC.109/2019/L.6.

Before we take action on draft resolution L.6, I would like to give the floor to members of the Committee wishing to make general statements on this item or to explain their position before action is taken on the draft resolution.

Are there any requests for the floor in this regard?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of ____________]

[_________]

[I thank the distinguished representative of ____________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]
[After the last speaker]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee will now take action on draft resolution L.6.

May I take it that the Committee wishes to adopt draft resolution L.6 without a vote?

I hear no objection. It is so decided. 

Draft resolution L. 6 is adopted without a vote.

We will now hear from Committee members wishing to explain their position after the decision was taken.

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of __________ ]

[..........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of __________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

[After the last speaker]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.
The Committee has thus concluded its consideration of the item entitled

“Economic and other activities which affect the interests of the peoples of the Non-
Self-Governing Territories”.

* * * * *

Countries and Peoples

Distinguished Delegates,

We will now turn to the item entitled “Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples”, and will proceed to take

First, I give the floor to the members of the Committee wishing to make general
statements on this item or to explain their position before action is taken on draft resolution
L.25.

Does any member wish to take the floor in that regard?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of ____________]

[.........]
[I thank the distinguished representative of _________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]

[AFTER THE LAST SPEAKER]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee will now proceed to take action on draft resolution L.25.

May I take it that the Committee wishes to adopt draft resolution L.25 without a vote?

I hear no objection. **It is so decided.**

**Draft resolution L.25 is adopted without a vote.**

I now give the floor to Committee members wishing to explain their position after the decision was taken.

**[If applicable: I recognize the distinguished representative of _________]**

[.........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of _________ for his/her statement.]

[Please follow the list of speakers]
I see no [further] requests for the floor.

The Committee has thus concluded its consideration of the item on the implementation of the Declaration in general.

* * * * * * *

15. Report of the Caribbean Regional Seminar

Distinguished Delegates,

The Committee will now start its consideration of the item entitled “Report of the Caribbean Regional seminar”.

In this connection, I would like to draw your attention to the conference room paper (A/AC.109/2019/CRP.1) containing the draft conclusions and recommendations of the Caribbean regional seminar, held from 2 to 4 May 2019 in Saint George’s, Grenada. Annexed to it is the Secretary-General’s message to the Seminar, and the resolution of gratitude to the Government and people of Grenada, adopted by the Seminar participants, in acknowledgment of the warm reception and hospitality extended to them by Grenada.

The Committee also has before it the draft procedural report of the Caribbean regional Seminar, as contained in document A/AC.109/2019/CRP.2.
In accordance with past practice, these documents were prepared and agreed at the Seminar by the participating members of the Committee. Copies of both documents have been circulated in the Conference room.

The Special Committee will first examine the draft conclusions and recommendations of the regional Seminar.

Does any member of the Committee wish to share their views on the text contained in document A/AC.109/2019/CRP.1?

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of ____________.

[..........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of ____________

for his/her statement.]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

If I hear no objection, may I take it that the Special Committee wishes to adopt the draft conclusions and recommendations of the Caribbean regional seminar?

I hear no objection. It is so decided.
Does any member of the Committee wish to share their views on the draft procedural report of the Caribbean regional Seminar contained in document A/AC.109/2019/CRP.2? As you are aware, the draft procedural report was agreed upon by all C24 participating members at the Seminar.

[If applicable:

I recognize the distinguished representative of __________.

[.........]

[I thank the distinguished representative of __________ for his/her statement.]

I see no [further] requests for the floor.

If I hear no objection, may I take it that the Special Committee wishes to adopt the draft procedural report of the Caribbean regional Seminar and annex it to the final report of the Special Committee to the seventy-fourth session of the General Assembly, [with the understanding that the views, explanation of position, or reservations expressed by members will be reflected in the records of this meeting]?

[.........]

I hear no objection. It is so decided. 

The Special Committee has thus concluded its consideration of the item.
Distinguished delegates,

Before we conclude our consideration of the agenda for this morning, I wish to use this opportunity to invite members of the Special Committee from the Pacific region who wish to host the next Pacific regional seminar in May 2020 to notify me of their intention to do so as soon as possible and not later than 1 November 2019. This will enable the Committee and the Secretariat to start early to address the logistical requirements for the seminar, in order to save costs.

I therefore urge Committee members from the Pacific region to endeavour to use the time we have before 1 November to consult their respective capitals on the possibility of hosting the seminar and to notify the Chair or the Committee Secretary promptly on the outcome of those consultations.

* * * * *

Distinguished Delegates,

We have now concluded our deliberations on the items on our agenda for this morning. In accordance with our programme of work, the Committee will next meet this afternoon, at 3:00 pm sharp, to take up for its consideration the Questions of French Polynesia and New Caledonia.
The meeting is adjourned.